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Singapore is a plush yet naturally opulent country perched up as a shining pearl over the dewy
oceans. Under tour package for Singapore, you can have a whale of a time as you stroll into this
captivating place that conjures up rapturous beaches in all its pristine form and the blitzy markets in
all its grandiloquence. Being situated in the eastern part of the world (in east Asia), it does score on
the cultural count. People from the west find it irresistible to explore the charming unique culture of
this side of the globe; something that comes undeniably with a holiday in Singapore. 

Singapore is an ideal blend of natural wonders and luxurious, metropolitan life. On one hand, you
have those mesmerizing beaches and on the other hand you get those posh and gigantic malls.
Singapore holiday opens up the gates to a world of exotic beaches which offer both serenity as well
as bashful opportunities. There are scores of beaches in the country which allow you to party deep
into the nights under the silvery moon and beside the glowing sea. Merry-making, drinks and sports
are obvious attractions for a young enthusiast while someone looking for spiritual bliss can walk on
the sandy beaches, feel the breeze on his face and get forlorn in the quaintness of the place.
Alongside, you get sumptuous breakfast, lunch and dinner under the tour package for Singapore.

Tour package for Singapore also takes you into some brilliantly scenic places like the noted Sentosa
Island. It houses the famous Statue of Merlion which is splashed all over the countryâ€™s tourism
posters. It is also noted for its museums that house many historical artifacts which are alluring to
lovers of art and history. And then there are those frolicsome beaches which are as spectacular as
paradise can be.

Going for a holiday in Singapore can be really fun if you can splurge a bit on clothes, accessories
and what not! Orchard Street, Little India and China Town act like a magnet to the shopaholics who
find themselves getting lost in a sensuous world of shops and stalls! There are these giant malls
that epitomize the ultramodern life we are leading. And then there are those simpler, more sedate
items that can be picked at throwaway price. And for your tired limbs, there are innumerable food
courts and cafeterias everywhere. They promise to whet your appetite and please your bellies.

Wildlife, adventure sports, the jungles, waterfalls, sight-seeing spots and luxurious parlors are other
major attractions of a Singapore holiday.
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Ajay Kumar - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a reliable source offering a Holiday in Singapore package, a Singapore holiday
package and exclusive a tour package for Singapore. It is reputed, recognized and extremely
efficient in travel-related matters. 
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